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Everything starts with the analysis, and I 
think that the most quick and honest way 
to discover what are the attracting points 
of TRAM is looking through the social 
media.
I’I’ve checked hashtags like #TRAM #TRA-
Malicante #Luceros #Mercado #Campello 
#Altea, etc.. And geo locations of every 
station. I used social networks like face-
book, twitter and Instagram of course.

Different stations have different at-
mospheres and results that these at-
mospheres inuence people's’ mood, 
so they share more optimistic or 
pessimistic posts, use black and 
white lters in their photos, write 
about something that brings them 
joy or sadness. 

First individual work- MAP



First individual work - MAP

Same happened not only in the interior of 
the station but also in the interior of the 
TRAM itself. People used to take similar 
pictures with same mood of titles. 

AAlso resulted that people took pictures of 
the TRAM not only waiting for it but also 
while walking around the cities, they con-
sider it as a beautiful landmark.

As I said earlier while analysing every TRAM station I 
found a lot of similarities not only in the way people 
take pictures but also in the way people describe 
them. Every compilation of pictures is the collective 
MAP itself, it shows us the most attractive photos 
you could make in every city or station. The MAP of 
hashtags and words shows us the mood of every 
ststation all along the Costa Blanca. 



For us it was very important to include some points from indi-
vidual works of each of the members to create our group 
work. Main points of my individual work were stations and fe-
elings they provoce.

Talking about one tipical station we tryed to reproduce the fe-
elings we have now when going undeground and the feelings 
we want to evoke in people.

The most important was that each person of our group had 
his own view on this instalation. We wanted to make people 
participate and expirience their own feelings and share them 
with us. For me they were the feeling of regularity and sepa-
ration changing to the feeling of exibility.  

First group work - MAP



Second individual work- TRAM

I’ve concentrated on one of the TRAM stations - 
Mercado. And started to make a research and analy-
sis of this place. If we look on the old pictures of the 
Alfonso el Sabio street we see wide web of tram 
lines, a lot of trees and people, marquesinas of cafe-
terias and a lot of people walking down the street.

What we see now is car-priveleged, noizy street that 
cuts the city into two parts. TRAM is no longer acce-
sable as it is undeground and has no web spreading 
into the streets of the city.

I’ve compared how the street is now and 
how it could be if we get inspired from the 
past. We get different feelings - no longer 
separation of the city center, no longer 
people undeground, feeling of freedom of 
movement and social equality. 



Second group work - TRAM
We combined our ideas about the TRAM stations, they were so diffferent 
as each of us thought about different good or bad things. That’s why we 
decided to create as many possible varieties of Mercado station as possi-
ble, to prove that there is no perfect solution for everyone or there are 
not only one solution. As a result we had a compilation of different reali-
ties, those are changing as our spiral does. In the photomontages you 
can see “bad future” as we contunue making streets for cars, or “good 
futufuture” as we think about pedestrians more. Some utopian pictures 
helped us to create perfect worlds for each of us. And people were crea-
ting theirs while our presentation. 



Third individual work- MANIFESTO

1. The future is in the past and the history repeats itself, it is always present even if we 
cannot see it or touch it.

2. Each person is up to decide what is good and what is bad for him

3. Each person has an inuence on the future

4. Putting people undeground and the cars above the ground makes us feel socialy unequal 
and makes cities unaccesable 

5. TRAM is the connection between all possible realities

6. En6. Enough space and visible horizon makes us feel respect to the personal borders  

7. Flexible and organic architecture makes us feel free in our decision.

8. Use of natural, sustainable or typical materials makes us feel in touch with the space, his-
tory and the time

9. Close spaces make us feel frustration and no opportunity to development

10. Absence of web of TRAM makes us feel socialy unequal and makes cities unaccesable
 



Third group work- THINKBELT
1. The future is in the past and the history repeats itself, it is always 
present even if we cannot see it or touch it. Our TRAM line starts 
and nishes in the history room.

2. Each person is up to decide what is good and what is bad for him. 
There are two different ways you can choose, good or bad.

3. Each person has an inuence on the future. So only you decide 
where to go and where end up.

Bad future room

History room
4. Putting people undeground and the cars above the ground makes 
us feel socialy unequal and makes cities unaccesable. Different 
levels represent hierarchy of society. 

5. TRAM is the connection between all possible realities,  but acts di-
fferently in all of them. In dystopia and bad future TRAM has no 
system an no web, it makes people look for ways to adapt to the si-
tuation.



Dystopia room

Good future room

6. Enough space and visible horizon makes us feel respect to the 
personal borders. No hierarchy in society, no hidden corners or 
levels.  

7. Flexible and organic architecture makes us feel free in our deci-
sion. Open continuouse space gives endless veriety for develop-
ment.

8. Use of natural, sustainable or typical materials makes us feel in 
touch with the space, history and the time. For us it is uncomforta-
ble and unnatural to live in isolated, artitial surrounding, so people 
stoped developing in this direction and concentrated on the connec-
tions between nature and human worlds, because we are part of it. 

9. Close spaces make us feel frustration and no opportunity to de-
velopment. Dystopia room is hidden, you cannot see it properly nei-
ther you can see the continuety of the space. 

10. Absence of web of TRAM makes us feel socialy unequal and 
makes cities unaccesable. The TRAM doesn’t make web like in the 
good future room, where we have opportunity to get the tram in 
each point of the space. TRAM is not organized nor exible. 

Third group work- THINKBELT



Third  group work- THINKBELT

Finally, we got our model, which includes all our ideas in one, which makes you think and analyse what is good and what is bad for you, 
makes you understand what steps are you taking to see your perfect future. The shape of the model is dened by the interior it has, it 
shows us the changes between the realities, it leads us to descover the hidden rooms. 
I am glad that everyone understands it differently, I am glad that what we did was called a “tool for thinking”.


